
Desk stand Puluz with phone/tablet holder (black) Ref: 5905316140790
Desk stand Puluz with phone/tablet holder (black)

Puluz desk stand with phone/tablet holder (black).
Make your daily activities easier. You can comfortably adjust the Puluz desk stand to your needs with 180° and 360° adjustments. The
holder is compatible with many models of phones and tablets. You can easily mount it to tabletops of different thicknesses. Thanks to the
use of durable materials, you can be sure that it will serve you for a long time. 
 
Tailored to your needs
The product allows you to adjust 180° and 360°, so you can easily adjust the right viewing angle to suit your needs. You can also freely
adjust the mount to the width of your smartphone or tablet. The maximum span of the clamp is as much as 7 cm, which allows you to
mount the tripod to most tabletops. You also don't have to worry about the sudden fall of your equipment - it stably holds the device in a
certain position.
 
A range of applications
The tripod will be perfect for many situations. Among other things, you can comfortably watch your favorite movies or TV series on your
tablet or phone, without burdening your hands with holding the device for a long time. You will also use it when cooking food according
to an online recipe or live streaming on social media. Your possibilities are almost endless!
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Included
tripod
phone/tablet holder
desk clamp
Brand 
Puluz
Model
PU535B 
Color
Black
360° rotation
Yes
Installation tools required
No

Preço:

€ 17.50
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